Narrow swipe sensor based systems have drawn more and more attention in recent years. However, the size of captured image is significantly smaller than that obtained from the traditional area fingerprint sensor. Under this condition the available minutiae number is also limited. Therefore, only employing minutiae with the standard associated feature can hardly achieve high verification accuracy. To solve this problem, we present a novel Hybrid Minutiae Descriptor (HMD) which consists of two modules. The first one: Minutiae Ridge-Valley Orientation Descriptor captures the orientation information around minutia and also the trace points located at associated ridge and valley. The second one: Gabor Binary Code extracts and codes the image patch around minutiae. The proposed HMD enhances the representation capability of minutiae feature, and can be matched very efficiently. Experiments conducted over public databases and the database captured by the narrow swipe sensor show that this innovative method gives rise to significant improvements in reducing FRR (False Reject Rate) and EER (Equal Error Rate). key words: narrow swipe sensor, fingerprint verification, hybrid minutiae descriptor, Gabor feature
Introduction
Nowadays, the fingerprint sensors became quite small and available in the market. This encouraged a quick migration of fingerprint verification technique into embedded devices. However, there still exist challenging tasks. With the aim of reducing the cost and size, the narrow swipe sensor is widely applied. In this condition, the size of image which captured by these kind of sensors is significantly smaller than that obtained from the conventional area sensor, as shown in Fig. 1 . As a result, the available minutiae number is limited. For example, the average number of minutiae extracted from the large area sensor is 45 compared to 18 minutiae obtained from narrow swipe sensor. Deficiency of minutiae may induce that appreciable verification accuracy can hardly be achieved. This is mostly due to the fact that sufficient minutiae information is crucial to establish the reliable correspondence between input fingerprint and template. And also it is difficult to make a reliable decision whether two fingerprints from the same finger when the overlap area is small. In this case, high FRR (False Reject Rate) becomes one of the serious problems.
Based on features used for fingerprint verification, most approaches could be roughly classified into two categories: minutiae-based algorithms and image-based algorithms. Among them, minutiae based feature is the most widely used feature for fingerprint verification [1] . A number of attempts have been made to incorporate auxiliary information with minutiae as a local representation to decrease the ambiguousness. These methods consist of, local minutiae structure based [2] - [8] , local orientation based [9] , [10] and ridge feature based [11] , [12] approaches. Among all of the minutiae representations, orientation based approaches can be considered as state-of-the-art ones and they significantly increase the discrimination power of single minutia. Tico and Kuosmanen [9] proposed an orientation descriptor which sampling and encoding the orientation information around minutiae, Feng [10] extended this idea to a texturebased descriptor by incorporating the ridge frequency information with minutiae. However, these orientation-based methods suffered from border error in dealing with small fingerprint images. In case the sampling points outside the foreground, they will be considered as invalid. Another important feature: image statistical descriptor has been approved as an effective representation in the image matching and classification schemes [13] , [14] . Thus, the fingerprint image analysis and description [15] - [25] have drawn much more attention in recent years. Jain et al. proposed a well-known image-based method: FingerCode [15] , [16] , which extracted the image feature by applying Gabor filters in the ROI around the core point. Other filter bank based methods were proposed based on Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) in [17] and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) in [18] - [20] . Nanni and Lumini proposed a hybrid fingerprint descriptor based on Local BiCopyright c 2017 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers nary Pattern (LBP) from the image convolved with Gabor filters [21] . The image descriptor based on Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HoG) [22] and Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [23] - [25] have been applied for fingerprint and palmprint verification. However, in order to match a pair of fingerprint images, the alignment information is required in advance. The performance of these global image feature-based methods would be degraded due to inaccuracy of alignment.
To address the problems mentioned above, in this study we attempt to explore a convincing solution, that of combining the merits of orientation based descriptor and image based descriptor, as a hybrid approach to enhance representation ability of minutiae and also without suffering their respective disadvantages. The proposed HMD consists of two contributions: (1) Minutiae Ridge Valley Orientation Descriptor (MRVOD) and (2) Gabor Binary Code (GBC). The proposed fingerprint feature representation was inspired by the following two aspects: 1.The standard minutiae feature cannot characterize overall ridge flow pattern of the fingerprint and thus other distinctive information around minutiae should be exploited. Though observing a large amount of the experimental data, we found that the valley curve pattern could be different from ridges. To this regard, we further extended the ridge feature by tracing the opposite direction valley of the corresponding minutia. The auxiliary orientation information around ridge and valley could be further attached to the minutia as a rotation invariant descriptor. 2. The Gabor feature with its derivatives have been successfully applied in fingerprint, palmprint [26] , [27] , face [28] , [29] , iris [30] , [31] , finger-vein [32] feature representation and recognition. In this work, we proposed a compact representation solution called Gabor Binary Code (GBC), which encoding the image patches after Gabor filtering by a series of pixel tests and yielding a fixed-length binary code. Compared with conventional holistic image matching scheme, our approach encodes the image patch around each minutiae so we do not suffer from alignment error problem. Furthermore, we utilize learning to improve the representation capability of Gabor feature and more robust to presence of noise.
Those two modules describe the local fingerprint information in different perspectives. The MRVOD explicitly describes the orientation information around minutiae and specific ridge valley tracing points yielding a rotation invariant descriptor. In contrast, the GBC encodes the image patch around minutiae by sequentially concatenating the image descriptors after eight orientations of Gabor filter. Generally speaking, all the two modules are aiming to increase the difference of between-class scatter and making minutia more distinctive. The proposed HMD can be embedded into any minutiae-based matching scheme to measure the similarity between minutiae and give the final fingerprint matching score. Experiments conducted over three databases which to composed of small fingerprint images approved the effeteness of proposed HMD feature.
The rest of this paper is organized as following: Section 2 presents the definition and extraction method of hybrid minutiae descriptor and the fingerprint matching algorithm. Section 3 exhibits the experimental results and analysis to confirm the validity and robustness of the proposed method. A brief conclusion will be given in Sect. 4.
Hybrid Minutiae Descriptor

Minutiae Ridge-Valley Orientation Descriptor
Tico and Kuosmanen [9] proposed the famous local orientation sampling structure around minutiae. We reinforce Tico's idea and propose a new minutiae orientation descriptor. The proposed MRVOD differs from Tico's one in following three respects. Firstly, instead of using the direction of isolated pixels, we compute the orientation value from tessellated blocks. Therefore, the extraction result will be more robust with respect to low quality image area and noise. Secondly, we further extract the orientation set {ϕ}
from area centering at predefined ridge-valley tracing points, where ϕ i is the orientation value of each sector, while N denotes the total number of sectors. As a result, there are three circular areas served as the ROI (Region of Interest) in our sampling structure. The proposed descriptor could cover broader area around minutiae. Hence, the uniqueness of single minutia could be further increased. Thirdly, we predict the orientation value of the sector which located outside of foreground. Therefore, we could generate a fixed-length descriptor, and simplify the matching process.
MRVOD Extraction
Given a set of extracted minutiae, a series of tracing points R k m are served as a representation of the minutiae associated ridge as illustrated in Fig. 2 Fig. 3 (c) . In order to avoid occlusion between primary and secondary ROI, the number j is selected as 3 and the tracing interval is selected as 12 pixels in our implementation. The primary radius Rad M is set to be 40 pixels, while the Rad RV is set to be 30 pixels in our experiment. Thus larger image patch around minutiae is covered and described by MRVOD.
(2). Tessellation and computation of the orientation. After the ROIs are determined, we tessellate the circular area into several sectors and bands as shown in Fig. 3 (b) . The first band is started from the minutia direction for the sake of rotation invariant. For the ridge-valley ROIs, the starting band is defined by the direction from j th tracing point to ( j + 1) th tracing point. The descriptor can be denoted as follows:
where ϕ
are the corresponding orientation derived from each sector of minutia ROI and ridge-valley ROIs, respectively. The s denotes the sector count, while b is the band count. The orientation value is calculated by averaging the pixel gradient of each sector:
where g i and g j are corresponding pixel gradient along horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. While S denotes the corresponding sector. Though combing the orientations of the ridge-valley tracing area, the proposed descriptor could be considered as a fixed-length vector, and the similarity score of two descriptors can be calculated efficiently. (3) . Predict the orientation which falling out of border. In the narrow fingerprint image case, the ROIs have high possibility fall outside the foreground region, which are considered as invalid area. To address this issue, we predict the orientation value of invalid sector from its N nearest neighbours by the following equation:
where ϕ i is the predicted orientation value, while
are orientation of its nearest neighbors. Upon these steps, the fixed length feature MRVOD is extracted. Instances of 
Gabor Binary Code
2D Gabor filter, which can be regarded as a sinusoidal wave modulated by a 2D Gaussian envelope, has been intensively applied to extract the texture information from fingerprint image, and particularly considered to be the appropriate method to represent texture features. By convolving different orientations of Gabor filter banks with fingerprint image patch, the local texture information can be retained. The Gabor filter can be defined by the following equation in the spatial domain:
where the frequency f corresponds to the inter-ridge distance of fingerprint images, σ x and σ y are the standard deviations of Gaussian envelop along x and y axis. For the fingerprint image with 500 DPI of resolution, f is set as 0.125. The orientation of the filter is defined by θ, in this work, eight values (0, 22.5, 45, . . . , 157.5degree) are used.
To describe the texture information of images filtered by Gabor filter, a binary string-based descriptor is proposed. The image patches could be simply characterized by a number of pair-wise intensity comparisons [13] . Different from this work, we extract the binary string from the multiple image patches around minutiae after Gabor filtering, thus the statistical information from each filtered image patch could be characterized. The overall extraction flow is shown in Fig. 5 . The Gabor Binary Code generation method consists of three steps. Firstly, the square image patch P as shown in Fig. 6 (b) around minutiae is filtered by eight orientations of Gabor filter. Eight filtered image patches GP k , k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 7 denotes the sector count, from minutiae descriptor, Gabor feature, are obtained as shown by Fig. 6 (a) , One instance of Gabor kernel with 45 degree is shown in Fig. 6 (c) . The parameter k refers to one of eight Gabor filter directions. Secondly, considering two different pixels with coordinate (x i , y i ) and (x j , y j ) from the filtered image patch GP k , their intensity are denoted as GP k (x i , y i ) and GP k (x j , y j ). Hence, the pair-wise comparison result can be simply calculated by the following function Eq. (9):
Multiple pixel pairs are selected from the image patch GP k and subsequently the comparison results are concentrated as N-dimensional bit string as described by Eq. (10).
In this paper, N is set as 256. In this situation, totally 2048 bits of Gabor Binary Code are extracted from the image patches which filtered by eight orientations of the Gabor filter. In order to increase the robustness, a 3 by 3 subblock sampling scheme is applied instead of using individual pixel. The average intensity value of the sub-block is used as the GP k (x i , y i ). Note that 256 combinations of the pixel pair leave many options of selecting method. The training method in [14] is applied for selecting combinations with high variance, which makes the feature more discriminative. The proposed GBC possesses a variety of advantageous properties. Firstly, the image-based descriptor could capture the image texture which reveals the statistical information of local image patterns. Secondly, the proposed descriptor is a fix-length binary representation, therefore, the similarity of two corresponding GBCs can be efficiently computed by the modern processor with SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) instructions.
Rotation-Invariant Gabor Binary Code
In order to obtain the rotation-invariant Gabor Binary Code, the orientation of the minutiae is taken into consideration, the eight Gabor filters are adapted to the minutiae direction ϕ. For instance, suppose we have 15 degree for the minutiae direction, hence the eight directions of the corresponding Gabor filter are 15, 37.5, 60, . . . , 172.5 degree, respectively.
Fingerprint Matching by HMD
Similarity Measure by Minutiae Ridge-Valley Orientation Descriptor (MRVOD)
Suppose MRVOD i and MRVOD j are the i th and j th minutiae ridge-valley orientation descriptor of template T and input F, respectively.
Let N MROV D = s × b Then the similarity function of MRVOD is formulated as follows:
, μ 1 and μ 2 denote the weight of minutiae orientation descriptor and ridge-valley orientation descriptor, respectively. In our experiments, the parameter μ 1 and μ 2 are empirically selected as 0.6 and 0.4, respectively.
Similarity Measure by Gabor Binary Code
In consideration of bit string representation of the texture feature, the similarity of a pair of GBC: GP m and GP n is represented by Hamming distance.
where ⊗ denotes as exclusive OR operator, p denotes as the learned pair patterns, k is the total orientations of Gabor filter. In our experiments, k is set to be 8.
Fingerprint Matching by Hybrid Minutiae Descriptor
We use a set of first-leading best-matched minutiae descriptors to establish the correspondence between input fingerprint V and template
and {M
denote the hybrid minutiae descriptor set which extracted from template T and verification input V, respectively. The index i and j are the i th and j th hybrid minutiae descriptor from template T and verification input V, respectively. Let N T and N V denote the total hybrid minutiae descriptor number of template T and verification input V, respectively. We are aiming to find the top N best matched pairs with respect to the maximum descriptor matching score S max . This could be denoted as the objective function as described follows:
where η 1 and η 2 are the weights of each contribution, respectively. In our experiments, η 1 and η 2 are set to be 0.7 and 0.3, respectively. As the top N matched pairs are achieved according to Eq. (14), the global matching consolidation is also performed. From each of best matched minutiae pair, the fingerprint alignment parameter translation and rotation can be obtained. Then we align the input minutiae set V with template T using the achieved alignment parameters:
. Therefore, a pair of minutiae are considered as matched if they located in the changeable tolerance box proposed in [6] . Each corresponding minutiae are examined again by the similarity of hybrid descriptor, and yielding the matching score. The highest matching score is used as the final score of proposed matching method.
Experimental Results
In our experiments, the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed hybrid minutiae descriptor are evaluated. This section is organized as follows: Firstly, the experiment environment is introduced. Secondly, a set of experiments are conducted in three different databases to evaluate the discrimination ability of each module of proposed hybrid descriptor. Finally, we compare our method with three state-of-the-art fingerprint descriptors based on the same matching scheme.
Experiment Environment
To test our algorithm, one private database and two public databases are used for experiment. The information is detailed as follows: The first one: DB-A is a private database captured by a swipe sensor. The images are captured in the same circumstance as smart phone with no physical guide and also no supervise in swipe procedure. An image example is shown in Fig. 7 (a) .
The second one: DB-B is a modified database based on FVC2002 DB1. The original size of this database is 388 by 374 pixels at 500 DPI (Dots Per Inch). In order to simulate the our target: small sensor situation, we crop each image cantered at core point into narrow image which size is 128 by 374 pixel as shown in Fig. 8 . An image example is shown in Fig. 7 (b) .
The third one: DB-C is a synthetic database by the soft- ware "SFinGe" as proposed in [33] . The database contains 100 fingers, each finger of which consists of 20 images. An image example is shown in Fig. 7 (c) . False Accept Rate (FAR), False Reject Rate (FRR) and Equal Error Rate (EER) are commonly used to estimate the performance of a fingerprint identification system. ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve plots the FRR against the FAR at different thresholds. FAR 100 , FAR 1000 and FAR 10000 , which denote the value of FRR for FAR equals 1/100, 1/1000 and 1/10000, respectively.
Evaluation of Hybrid Minutiae Descriptor
We enable each module incrementally to validate the performance gain of each module of proposed descriptor. A series of experiments are conducted over DB-A, DB-B and DB-C, respectively. The matching protocol is introduced as follows. As for DB-A, DB-B and DB-C, the first 3 images are registered as the templates. As for DB-A and DB-C, 10 images of each finger are used as the training set for GBC pair pattern learning. While as for DB-B, the images from The ROC curves of these algorithms over three database are plotted in Fig. 9 (a-c) in log-log scales. Table 1 details the performance comparison results over three databases. The results suggest that combing the minutiaebased feature (MRVOD) and the texture-based feature (GBC) contributes to improvement of EER, FAR 1000 and FAR 10000 .
As we expect, the ridge tracing does not show the strong discriminate ability in comparison with other features. By analyzing the results, for the narrow image case, only employing the ridge feature can hardly establish the reliable correspondence. Once the orientation descriptor is embedded into minutiae, the performance is significantly improved. For DB-A to DB-C the EER are decreased from 3.27%, 5.49% and 3.50% to 2.73%, 3.66% and 2.56%, respectively. The proposed MRVOD leads to further improvement of performance: the EER are decreased from 2.73%, 3.66% and 2.56% to 1.93%, 1.86% and 2.16%, respectively. This result could be interpreted that the MRVOD incorporate the new orientation information from the ridge and valley area, which could enhance the discriminate ability of minutiae feature. By combining the GBC feature, FAR 10000 decreases from 10.02%, 9.62% and 8.20% to 7.11%, 8.41%, and 6.32%, respectively. This result confirms that the image texture facilitates the discrimination of very similar imposter minutiae pairs. The significant improvement of EER and FRR benefits from the combination of minutiae-based feature and proposed texture-based descriptors. The Fig. 10 shows that the distinctive information from a single HMD could determine and establish reliable alignment in the matching process. The correlation between the matching score of those two features is demonstrated in Fig. 11 , where X− and Y−coordinate indicate the minutiae-based matching score (MRVOD) and texture-based matching score (GBC), respectively. As shown in the image, the correlation between those two features is not very strong. This phenomenon could be interpreted from their viewpoints of representing fingerprint feature. Therefore, the proposed MRVOD and GBC descriptor could work independently to increase the performance. We implement all the feature extraction and matching algorithms in C language. Matching speed is approximately 2 milliseconds in a 2.8 GHz Quad-core PC. Fig. 11 Distributions of normalized genuine and imposter matching score on DB-A, where x axis is the minutiae feature matching score and y axis is the texture feature matching score.
Comparison with Other Algorithms
We have compared our algorithm with three the-state-ofthe-art minutiae descriptor-based algorithms:
(1) Ratha [5] : local-minutiae descriptor.
(2) Choi [12] : minutiae-ridge descriptor. (3) Feng [10] : minutiae and texture based descriptor. The same fingerprint enhancement and minutiae extraction algorithm are used for all the algorithm for fair comparison. In implementation of Ratha's algorithm, the changeable tolerance box proposed in [6] is adopted to increase the robustness of matching. We present the ROC curves on three databases in Fig. 9 (d-f) . The algorithm performance indices (EER, FAR) of three methods [5] , [10] , [12] and proposed algorithm are reported in Table 2 . From the ROC curves, we could see that the proposed algorithm always obtains the best results, which proves the discriminate ability of proposed hybrid minutiae descriptor. From the ROC curves, Ratha's fixed-radius minutiae descriptor exhibits the worst performance. This phenomenon can be interpreted that in small area images such as narrow swipe sensor, the limited minutiae number cannot guarantee the stability of local Table 2 Comparison results of proposed algorithm and the algorithms in [5] , [12] and [10] .
Database
Algorithm EER(%) FAR100(%) FAR1000(%) FAR10000(%) DB-A minutiae structure. Feng's [10] method employed the texture information around minutiae to increase the discrimination power. The proposed method outperformed the two methods above. This result could be interpreted by following aspects: (1) The specific tracing points at ridge and valley are served as complementary key points to minutiae and the orientation information around both key points are utilized to obtain reliable alignment. (2) The local image texture is extracted and encoded effectively by GBC. This image-based descriptor could further distinguish the local minutiae area with similar orientation feature.
Conclusions
In this work, we present an effective approach to increase verification performance of narrow swipe sensor based fingerprint authentication systems. Our major contributions can be summarized as follows: A discriminative hybrid minutiae descriptor is proposed, which could characterize and encode the texture feature from board area along the ridge and valley, enhancing the discrimination power of single minutia. These features are termed as MRVOD and GBC and both of them are fixed-length features. Accordingly, the similarity could be measured effectively. By employing these features, the matching performance is increased with limited minutiae number. Experimental results based on three databases suggest that the matching accuracy is significantly improved by employing the proposed method. As for the small area "touch sensor" case, the proposed descriptors could be applied though there occurs some restrictions such as the number and sampling interval of tracing point and also the radius of the ROI for the MRVOD. If we tuning these parameters in terms of the touch sensor, the proposed hybrid minutiae descriptor could increase the discrimination power of each standard minutiae. Additionally, in the touch sensor case, the available number of minutiae points is extremely limited same as narrow swipe sensor case and the singularities such as core/delta are hard to extract from the small fingerprint image. Due to these two issues, the performance of traditional minutiae-based fingerprint matching algorithms degrades significantly. If we combine the minutiae with proposed hybrid descriptor, according to the experimental results on narrow swipe sensor case, the verification accuracy of small area sensor case could be also increased. Furthermore, with the increasing popularity of mobile payment, fingerprint authentication system for smart-phone with higher security is desired. Due to relatively larger sensing area and more extractable minutiae number, the narrow swipe sensor based system could provide higher security at low cost. In this regard, the narrow swipe sensor might extensively be applied in smartphones in the future and also the proposed hybrid minutiae descriptor could be also applied in those kind of systems.
